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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

RIA and AiME Announce Partnership 

 

Mt. Laurel, NJ (October 5, 2020) – The Restoration Industry Association (RIA) and AiME Estimate 

Review announce a partnership to advance knowledge in loss estimating through the use of 

technology and education.  

 

RIA’s mission is to educate, advocate and elevate. RIA offers an expansive list of benefits for 

restoration contractors including advocacy, certification, education and training. RIA also hosts 

the International Restoration Convention + Industry Expo which highlights the latest 

technology, industry trends, best business practices, and advocacy developments.  

 

With an ever-growing database of rules, AiME’s instant estimate review offers comment and 

education on each estimate, allowing for a consistent, fair, and intelligent instant review. 

Collaborating with users across North America, and the resources of industry experts, AiME 

allows anyone to immediately augment their ability to write and review insurance estimates for 

homes and businesses. 

 

“With both the RIA and AiME having a focus on education within our industry, the mutual 

benefits of this partnership are an exciting step forward, providing the RIA membership an 

efficient resource that provides knowledge, consistency and unity,” said Chris Tilkov, VP of 

AiME.  

 

Both the RIA and AiME are committed to providing credible resources and education to 

advance knowledge in the cleaning and restoration industry. Through this partnership, the RIA 

and AiME will work together to promote education in the area of estimating insurance-based 

losses, while AiME offers preferred pricing to the RIA’s members to help them save money and 

increase their bottom line. RIA members can access this members-only benefit at 

www.restorationindustry.org. 

 

 

 

 



                                                                        

 

##### 

 

About the Restoration Industry Association (RIA) 

The Restoration Industry Association (RIA) is the oldest and largest non-profit, professional 

trade association dedicated to providing leadership and promoting best practices through 

advocacy, standards & professional qualifications for the restoration industry.  

 

Representing cleaning and restoration professionals from member firms specializing in textiles, 

environmental issues, and restoration, RIA provides credibility, education and business 

improvement events to maximize industry exposure and advance knowledge in the cleaning 

and restoration industry. With an extensive network of professionals working towards similar 

goals, RIA has become a trusted resource of knowledge for those involved in cleaning and 

restoration. For more information, visit www.restorationindustry.org. 

 

About AiME 

AiME instantly interprets PDF estimates with the purpose of providing consistent, fair, and 

intelligent responses to augment the ability to write and review insurance estimates for homes 

and businesses, thus increasing accuracy, reducing supplements, and improving estimate 

review times. For more information, visit www.askaime.com 

 


